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AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE

Sir:

The following amendments and remarks are responsive to the Office Action mailed on

January 15, 2004 in the above-identified patent application. Entry and consideration of the

following amendments and remarks, and allowance of the claims, as presented, are respectfully

requested. A Petition for a two—month extension of time, up to and including Tuesday, June 15,
2004 is submitted herewith. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the extension fee,

the additional claims fee, and any other proper fees to Attorney's Deposit Account No. 501211.

Please enter the following amendments and consider the remarks that follow.
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Amendments to the Claims:

Please amend claims 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 16, 19, 21, 25, and 27-30, cancel claims 3 and 18

WithOut prejudice, and add claims 31-39 as follows.

i. (currently amended) A sputtering source comprising:

a cathode assembly that is positioned adjacent to an anode, the cathode assembly

including a sputtering target;

an ionization source that generates a weakly-ionized plasma proximate to the anode and

the cathode assembly; and

a power supply that generates a voltagepulse chat—predetees-an—eleetFiC—field-bemeen the
anode and the cathode assemblyfihe—eleetrie—field mil createjiag a strongly-ionized

plasma from the weakly-ionized plasma, an amplitude and a rise time of the voltage pulse

being chosen to increaseWW3 estimate—density of ions

in the stron gly—ionized plasmaWWWgenerate

Sufficient thermal energy in the sputtering target to cause a sputtering yield of the

sputtering target to be non-linearly related to a temperature of the sputtering target.

2. (original) The Sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the electric field comprises a quasi—

static electric field.

3. (cancelled).

4. (currently amended) The sputtering source of claim 3 I further comprising a gas__flow

e____ontroller exehmge—meane—for—eaeehangmg that coutrols a flow of feed gas 39 theegggngly-

ionigeeg plasma, the additional feed gas allowing additional p_ower to be absorbed by the

 
  WlmljfiAilli'lLu ; "‘

Weeef—thespufiefimg-mrget-thereby generating additional thermal

energyr in the sputtering target.
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Amendments to the Claims:

Please amend claims 1, 6. 7, 20, 34, and 40 and add claims 41-48 as follows.

1. (currently amended) A magnetically enhanced sputtering source comprising:

a) an anode;

b) a cathode assembly that is positioned adjacent to the anode and—fermiog—a—gap

mas-Ween, the cathode assembly including a sputtering target;

c) an ionization source that generates a weakly-ionized plasma prOxim ate to the

anode and the cathode assembly;

d) a magnet that is positioned to generate a magnetic field proximate to the weakly-

ionized plasma, the magnetic field substantially trapping electrons in the weakly-

ionizcd plasma proximate to the sputtering target; and

e) a power supply gppepspp'g a voltage pulse that produces an electric field between

the cathode assembly and the anode, aeroso—t—he—gepfihe-eleetfie—field an ampljmgq

pig 3 rise time of the voltage pulse being chosen to increase an excitation rate of

und state at m at a c t ' c wcakl —i0ni7.ed lasma to create a multi—

step ionization process that generates a stron gly—ioriized plasma from the weakly-

jpnjzfl plma, the multi-stgp— ionization process comprising exciting the gound

state atoms to generate generating excited atoms and then i-B—l-he—Wteaiel-y-refii-ZGE}
 

secondary—electrons ionizing the excited atoms within the weakly-ionized plasma

WWcreate ions that impaet—a

sorfaee—of—the sputter target material from the sputtering targetg-to-generate

sputtang—fl-we:

2. (original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the power supply generates a

constant power.
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3.

10.

ll.

12.

(original) The sputtering so urce of claim 1 wherein the pewer supply generates a

constant voltage.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the electric field comprises a quasi—

static electric field.

(original) The Sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the electric field comprises a pulsed

electric field.

(currently amended) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein a the rise time of the

voltage pulse electric-field is chosen to increase the ionization rate of the excited atoms in

the weakly—ionized plasma.

(currently amended) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the weakly~ionizcd

ELM gas reduces the probability of developing an electrical breakdown condition

between the anode and the cathode assembly.

(original) The Sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the ions in the strongly-ionized

plasma. impact the surface of the sputtering target in a manner that causes substantially

uniform erosion of the sputtering target.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the strongly-ionized plasma is

substantially uniform proximate to the sputtering target.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 further comprising a substrate support that is

positioned in a path of the sputtering flux.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 10 further comprising a temperature controller

that controls the temperature of the substrate support.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 10 further camprising a bias voltage power

supply that applies a bias voltage to a Substrate that is positioned on the substrate support.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein a volume between the anode and the

cathode assembly is chosen to increase the ionization rate of the excited atoms in the

weakly-ionized plasma.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the ionization source comprises an

electrode.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the ionization source comprises a DC

power supply that generates an electric field proximate to the anodc and the cathode

assembly.

(original) The sputtering source ofclaim 1 wherein the ionization source comprises an

AC power supply that generates an electric field proximate to the anode and the cathode

assembly.

(original) The sputtering source ol‘ claim 1 wherein the ionization source is chosen From

the group comprising a UV source, an X-ray source, an electron beam source, and an ion
bcam source.

(original) The sputtering source of claim 1 wherein the magnet comprises an electro-

magnet.

(original) The sputtering scurce of claim 1 wherein the sputtering target is formed of a

material chosen from the group comprising a metallic material, a polymer material. a

superconductive material, a magnetic material, a non-magnetic material, a conductive

material, a non-conductive material, a composite material, a reactive material, and a

rcfractory material.

(currently amended) A method ofgenerating sputtering flux, the method comprising:

a) ionizing a feed gas to generate a weakly-ionized plasma proximate to a sputtering

target;
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